2021 LOCAL CONTENT AND SERVICE
REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY

The pandemic that changed the world in
FY21 also sparked innovation and
creativity as we all worked to adapt. Here
at MPT, we learned to go about our work
differently, embracing a “new normal,”
and adapting to ever-changing
circumstances, all the while continuing to
make television and using platforms old
and new to tell stories and engage citizens
and communities.

Mission statement:
MPT enriches lives and strengthens communities
through the power of media.

LOCAL
VALUE
FY2021 began with the
pandemic in full swing—the
brief respite of summer
quashed by continued
outbreaks across the country; a
hotly contested presidential
election and an unusually
fraught transition sewed both
additional tensions and new
hopes; later, the conviction and
sentencing of Derek Chauvin
offered some closure to another
turbulent year in race relations.
Across this landscape, MPT
continued to grow and adapt,
offering both Marylanders and
our six-state viewing audience
timely, reliable information
about COVID-19, innovative
educational services re-tooled
for remote learning, and
premiere local and national
content available on TV or
online. All from a reinvented
MPT that has embraced the new
working arrangements required
by the continuing constraints of
the pandemic.

2021 KEY
SERVICES

In FY21, MPT continued our
evolution as a decentralized
workplace, bringing our TV and
digital audiences the information,
education, engagement and
entertainment programs for which
we are known and valued. Over
1.3 million TV viewers tuned in
monthly and online audiences
watched over 1 million streams on
mpt.tv and YouTube. They all
sought out MPT’s core service—
our award-winning content, with
126 locally produced TV programs
and 67 MPT-produced national
programs and series alongside 53
digital productions for online
viewing and 75 additional TV
acquisitions and presentations.
With a series of timely programs
around COVID-19 on our own
Direct Connection, our highly
successful HBCU week, our noted
public affairs coverage, and our
trusted educational programs,
MPT met the challenges of 2021
with our extraordinary content.

LOCAL
IMPACT
Building on our core content
service, MPT’s local impact has
continued to grow. In FY21, we
deepened our commitment to
education with the continuation
of our successful At-home
learning program and the
launch of the innovative Digital
Backpack that brought together
trusted organizations across
the state to share early learning
resources for parents and
caregivers. In the engagement
space, our Standing Against
Racism initiative combines
dedicated TV timeslots with
online discussions and town
hall forums on social media;
our Maryland State Ad Agency
enhances the impact of
important public health, safety
and other information; our
Conversations for Change
online screening series brings
people together from around
the state (and beyond) to
1
watch, discuss and engage.
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EDUCATION: RISING TO THE NEEDS OF THE PANDEMIC
While the pandemic certainly created challenges and disruptions in most aspects of contemporary life,
particularly hard hit were our education and childcare systems, impacting student learning and care for
young children across the state and the nation. MPT worked creatively to support families, educators, and
child care professionals as they struggled to find resources and strategies to boost learning and adapt to
changing circumstances.
MPT responded with a number of new programs, working across all our channels, including content
and programming, digital, and community engagement, building collaborations with community partners
who came together to strengthen our collective efforts. MPT’s At-Home Learning initiative centered on
three main components: an on-air educational broadcast schedule featuring PBS KIDS, connected online
resources to extend the learning at home, and accessible digital toolkits for parents and educators.
MPT’s education website, Thinkport, served as the centerpiece for the digital learning content and
viewing guides that connected each PBS KIDS broadcast with active at-home learning extensions. Online
digital toolkits curated for both educators and parents led to rich collections of articles, websites, tips, and
strategies supporting social and emotional well-being and a healthy learning-at-home environment.
Innovative new programs were developed—also in collaboration with community and educational
partners—as we continued to adapt our resources to the changing needs of the community during the
pandemic.
>Your Digital Backpack brought together trusted organizations across the state to share free early
learning resources and information for parents and caregivers. MPT, together with PNC Grow Up Great,
launched this initiative during the height of coronavirus infections to help all Maryland families find the
information they needed during a challenging time. Informed by community partners, more than a dozen
video messages were produced and disseminated among partners, across platforms statewide, to share
important information to support family’s health, safety, and early learning at-home.
>Early Learning Social is a new virtual space created for early educators in response to a need for peerto-peer support and learning. On the first Thursday of each month, this professional development and
networking series featured free, credit-bearing workshops and opportunities to learn, discuss, and share
together. The series is growing as providers are appreciating this low-barrier entry to a collegial fun and
lively network.
>Summer On! featured a 10-week, theme-based activity collection that combined fun and learning while
children day-camped from home. Camp Counselor Krissy introduced parents and caregivers of children
ages 2-8 to dozens of screen-free summer games and hands-on activities. Favorite themes included
dinosaurs, cooking and animals.
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PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION: TELLING LOCAL AND NATIONAL STORIES
It’s unthinkable that even a worldwide virus could stall the storytelling and public affairs
programming for which MPT has been known since 1969. But what a virus can do is induce
producers, writers, videographers, and talent to tackle their assignments in novel ways.
In FY21, the content intended for air on MPT’s two primary channels, MPT-HD and
MPT2/Create®, or destined for online viewing thanks to MPT Digital Studios, was frequently
taped remotely or – if in person – recorded by masked personnel at safe distances. Rooms in a
family home became ersatz TV studios, and mobile devices became surrogates for expensive
studio robotic cameras. High-flying drones – inherently at safe distances – zeroed in on interview
locations. Reinvention was the order of the day.
Whatever the mode of production, MPT-created and acquired content continued to soar, with 70
hours of MPT-produced local programming, 32 hours of national programming, 53 short format
digital productions available for online viewing, and over 40 hours of acquired programming which
we presented either nationally or locally on our air. Programming highlights are detailed in the
coming sections, but whether we look to our local public affairs programming with Direct
Connection and State Circle, or our cutting edge science and nature content like Creatures of
the Chesapeake and Maryland Farm and Harvest, or national productions and presentations
like Motor Week and Steven Raichlen’s Project Fire Season 3, MPT content is leading the way.
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INNOVATING FOR THE FUTURE OF TELEVISION
In June 2021, five leading local TV stations – MPT among them – became one of the first in the nation to begin
broadcasting with NextGen TV, the revolutionary new digital broadcast technology. Based on the same fundamental
technology as the Internet, digital applications, and other web services, NextGen TV supports a wide range of
features that are currently in development. In addition to providing a new, improved way for MPT to reach viewers
with advanced emergency alerting, NextGen TV allows a viewer to be immersed in stunning video with brilliant color,
sharper images, and deeper contrast.
NextGen TV service is already on the air in more than 60 U.S. cities. The Baltimore stations joined the early
adopters in rolling out the new third-generation digital TV broadcast technology that has the potential to revolutionize
how viewers interact with their home screens.

IMPROVING ACCESS THROUGH INFRASTRUCTURE UPGRADES
Antennas on the transmission towers in Frederick (WFPT), Salisbury (WCPB), and Owings Mills (WMPB) were
replaced in late FY21 and early FY22. The new antennas are more compatible with and yield a stronger signal for the
coming ATSC 3.0 transmission on those channels. While funding for the three antennas was provided in MPT’s
capital budget for FY21 from the state, the antennas on the remaining three towers were replaced using FCCprovided funds during the recent repacking process after the spectrum auction.
In FY 21, MPT secured funding to replace its 15-plus year-old microwave radios. These radios provide bi-directional
connectivity, carrying the network’s four program streams from MPT’s master control in Owings Mills to our
transmitters in Oakland, Frederick, Hagerstown, Annapolis, and Salisbury.

SERVING THE PUBLIC THROUGH ROBUST PUBLIC AFFAIRS
PROGRAMMING
The pandemic and other increasingly pressing issues from race to elections have raised the stakes for timely, highquality new and information. For a collective 70+ years, MPT’s trio of weekly public affairs series Direct Connection,
Your Money & Business, and State Circle have positioned MPT as a reliable go-to source for information and a
welcome visibility resource for businesses, government entities, and nonprofits alike whose representatives appear
as guests. The Direct Connection program in particular has proven to be the trusted source for information on the
pandemic, with a series of specials on the impact of COVID-19 on staying safe, the national election, and on how
communities are dealing with death in these unique times. In the aftermath of the Derek Chauvin verdict, Direct
Connection produced a notable special on the next steps for racial justice in light of the outcome.
Alongside Direct Connection is State Circle. For balanced reporting on political happenings, Marylanders have
turned to MPT's State Circle for more than 30 years. No other source brings you as much legislative news during the
General Assembly session - and now it continues year-round. Host Jeff Salkin and reporter Charles Robinson bring
you up-to-the-minute, in-depth analysis of major issues and pending bills. Interviews with experts shed light on
various viewpoints and actions.

AWARDS UNDERSCORE SERVICE
Programs made or presented by MPT garnered 15 awards, including 7 Emmy Awards for local MPT productions
including Chesapeake Heritage, Maryland Mystery Lady, Maryland Farm & Harvest, and Chesapeake Beacons,
alongside other honors which we received with humility and gratitude. Among them all, however, we are most
proud to highlight the induction of Doris Sweet, a longtime MPT volunteer, into the Maryland Senior Citizens
Hall of Fame—Booyah!
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Standing Against Racism
A Content and Engagement Initiative
At Maryland Public Television, we embrace a mission
that calls on us to enrich lives and strengthen
communities. During summer 2020, we embarked on a
content initiative called Standing Against Racism:
Fostering Unity Through Dialogue to help deliver on
that mission. As a first step, we formed an internal
Diversity Council with staff representation from across
the organization.
In the days following Mr. Floyd’s death, MPT’s
programming unit quickly began scheduling thoughtprovoking programs on our air and created a Standing
Against Racism program block that continues every
Monday in primetime.
The network also expanded its public affairs coverage
and dialogue focused on racial issues. MPT fostered
two-way communications with citizens across the state.
This was accomplished by organizing and conducting a
series of online outreach activities and interactive
engagement programs that stimulated thoughtful
discussion and understanding of race-related issues.
Highlights of the Standing Against Racism
initiative:
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Weekly films and documentaries on MPT’s
main channel
Virtual program screenings and discussions
with members through our Conversations for
Change event series (8 over a 12-month
period)
Town hall forums on MPT’s social media
platforms (4 during the year)
Direct Connection specials addressing
important topics on racial justice and police
reform (two to date) and ongoing coverage on
both State Circle and Direct Connection
First HBCU Week, placing a spotlight on the
contributions of our region’s historically Black
colleges and universities
MPT Digital Studios web-exclusive content
under the Voices of Baltimore content banner
A dedicated website, mpt.org/racism, offering a
selection of programs to watch via on-demand
streaming and resources to provide insight and
promote understanding
Curated educational content on Thinkport.org
to help teachers students, and parents

The tragic death of George Floyd
on May 25, 2020, produced
enormous upheavals and
protests across the nation. It also
sparked the need for all citizens
to recommit themselves to racial
justice and alliance with their
African American brothers and
sisters.
As part of MPT’s ongoing
commitment to meet the needs
of our 1.34 million monthly TV
viewers, we will continue our
efforts to foster unity through
dialogue and to be counted
among all those who stand
against racism in our culture.
--Travis Mitchell,
Chief Content Officer
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Election 2020
Comprehensive Coverage from MPT
At MPT, we work hard to honor our role as an
independent and reliable source of public interest news
and journalism. In 2020, our team delivered top quality
programming that cut through the noise of a fraught
election cycle, bringing to our views and online users
and array of content, resources, and connections to
help them engage with the issues and support them in
getting out to vote.
Highlights of MPT’s coverage of Election 2020:
•

•
•

•

•

•

MPT aired the Presidential Debates live on
September 29 and October 22, alongside the
Vice Presidential Debate on October 7.
MPT hosted and aired the Baltimore Mayoral
Debate on October 27, 2020.
An hour-long special election edition of Direct
Connection aired on October 26, 2020 and
explore the impact of Covid-19 on the election
as well as the major issues for Maryland
voters, from racial strife to unemployment and
fears of voter suppression
We collaborated with the Maryland State Board
of Elections to make resources and information
about voting and voter registration available on
our website and in our news and public affairs
programming.
MPT Digital Studios produced a series of short
online videos helping viewers sort through the
various requirements, regulations, and
deadlines for voting.
The full compliment of MPTs public affairs
series brought reliable, high quality information
about the election nightly and weekly, via our
MPT-produced programs State Circle, Direct
Connection, and The McLaughlin Group,
alongside our regular carriage of national
favorites PBS NewsHour, Amanpour and
Company, Washington Week, and more.

We believe that individuals who
participate in civic life and calm discourse
are more content with their lives, and
civilization is advanced when people
engage with their communities.
#BeInformed #VotingMatters
As the nation’s most trusted new source
and leader in local journalism, public
television covers the election from all
perspectives and across multiple
platforms.
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THE CHANGING NATURE OF
COMMUNITY OUTREACH
In FY 2021, a dedicated team, buttressed by
engaged volunteers, continued their pandemic
induced pivot to online convenings and other
digital interfaces as COVID-19 restrictions limited
in-person events and gatherings.
Among other projects, eight online events were
produced for our Conversations for Change
program in FY21:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

July 28, 2020 --- We Are the Radical Monarchs plus
conversation with the film's Director & Producer, Linda
Goldstein Knowlton
September 9, 2020 --- Backs Against the Wall: The
Howard Thurman Story plus conversation with filmmaker,
Martin Doblmeier
December 2, 2020 --- Shaw Rising plus conversation with
Shaw University President, Dr. Paulette Dillard and MPT
Senior Vice President and Chief Content Officer, Travis
Mitchell
March 10, 2021 --- PUSHOUT: The Criminalization of
Black Girls in Schools plus conversation with the film’s
director, writer, and executive producer, Jacoba Atlas;
executive producer, Denise Pines; director of policy,
advocacy, and outreach with From Prison Cells to PhD,
Kimberly Haven; and moderator, MPT correspondent,
Karen Gibbs
March 31, 2021 --- Women's History Month plus
conversation with director of the History and African
American Studies at UMGC, Dr. Damon Freeman;
assistant vice president of Student Affairs, UNC System,
Dr. Toya Corbett; former U.S. representative, Donna
Edwards; professor, John Jay College (CUNY), Gloria J.
Browne-Marshall; and moderator, WEAA radio host and
associate professor of Communication and African
American Studies, Loyola University Maryland, Dr. Kaye
Wise Whitehead
May 20, 2021 --- Philly D.A. Episode 7 plus conversation
with professor of history and founding director of the Racial
Justice Initiative at University of St. Thomas, Dr. Yohuru R.
Williams; associate professor, political science, Howard
University, Keesha M. Middlemass, PhD; activist and bail
navigator, LaTonya “T.” Myers; and moderator, Dr. Kaye
Wise Whitehead
May 28, 2021 --- Philly D.A. Episode 8 plus conversation
with CEO, Leaders of a Beautiful Struggle, Adam Jackson;
executive director, Thurgood Marshall Civil Rights Center,
Justin Hansford; associate clinical professor & supervising
attorney, Criminal Defense Clinic, Dionne R. GonderStanley; activist and bail navigator, LaTonya “T.” Myers;
and moderator, Dr. Karsonya "Kaye" Wise Whitehead

Conversations for Change – our live
online screening and discussion series
featuring eight programs in FY21 –
explored a variety of films and prompted
thoughtful discussion among participants
about race, empowerment, leadership,
growth, and other topics.
In FY21, through the efforts of its
Audience Engagement team, MPT
interacted with no fewer than 12,000
persons at 71 separate, station-hosted
virtual events.
These remote activities attracted remote
participants from Maryland and far
beyond, since geography was no longer
a barrier to attendance.
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Reliable, High-Quality Information about COVID
MPT’s award-winning local series, Direct Connection,
produced a series of in-depth specials focusing on the
continuing challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. With
topics including COVID-19 and the election, staying
safe amid COVID-19 fatigue, and dealing with death
during the pandemic—how to grieve without funerals,
wakes, or other services, Direct Connection provided
MPT viewers with leading information and analysis.

HBCU Week 2020
Following the election of HBCU graduate Kamala Harris
as the nation's first female vice president and the
historic $577 million settlement for Maryland HBCUs,
awareness is perhaps at an all-time high. But there is
still more work to do and many more stories to tell—part
of MPT's” Standing Against Racism initiative, HBCU
week explores all the issues with TV and online content,
events, and other special programming.

MLK Speaks
On June 9, 1963, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was the
special guest on a national television talk show hosted
by David Susskind, a renowned producer well
remembered for his interviews discussing social issues
of the 1960’s, such as race, sexuality, and the Vietnam
War. Susskind risked his life and career by conducting
this wide-ranging interview with Dr. King. Despite its
historical importance, this interview with Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. had been seemingly lost to the sands of
time. However, it has been unearthed and restored by
The Paley Center, and it will now be presented again in
full for the first time since its original airing.
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MPT Be Inspired Campaign
Inspired by the stories of people, organizations, and
businesses across the state who are stepping up and
helping their communities during the COVID-19
pandemic, this initiative features more than 20 stories
produced by MPT Digital Studios that profile the heroes
great and small who are working to make the pandemic
a little easier. This initiative also represented an early
victory for MPT, as we learned new processes for
producing media with our teams working remotely, and
with other pandemic restrictions.

Ways to Pay for College 2020
There are billions of dollars available that you can apply
for if you know what to do and where to look. Find out
how to fill out the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid - the FAFSA - and hear from financial aid
counselors as they explain government and private aid,
from grants to scholarships and loans. Premiering
September 30, 2021, this program was simultaneously
live-streamed via YouTube for greater access.

Maryland Farm & Harvest
Winner of four 2021 local Emmy Awards, Maryland
Farm & Harvest takes viewers around the state to see
and experience what it's like to run a 21st century farm.
To help Marylanders learn more about agriculture - the
state's number one industry MPT has partnered with the
Maryland Department of Agriculture on this Emmy
award-winning series that puts a human face on
farming. Episode 805 explores how the COVID-19
pandemic has impacted Maryland agriculture. Learn
how grain, poultry, and dairy farmers have all been
affected. Travel to Graul's Market to see how local
farms supply produce that keeps grocery store shelves
full.
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In-House Public Interest Ad Agency
Maryland State Ad Agency is a division of MPT and a
full-service advertising, marketing, communications, and
media buying service for Maryland state agencies and
related organizations. As FY21 ended, MSAA was
serving 13 clients, on projects ranging from opioid and
gambling addition to unemployment insurance and
senior call-checks for the Maryland Department of
Housing and Community Development, Maryland
Department of Health’s Behavioral Health
Administration, the Maryland Higher Education
Commission the Maryland Department of and the
Maryland Department of Labor, among others.

Chesapeake Bay Week 2021
A special initiative focused on building public awareness and
education about the environment and conservation. This
special week of programming covers the history, culture,
science and current challenges of the bay and is one of the
only such programming initiatives in the country. 2021 titles
include: Chesapeake Beacons, a breathtaking overview of
the Chesapeake’s treasured lighthouses and navigation
landmarks; in Creatures of the Chesapeake, discover a
diverse and vibrant ecosystem home to more than 3,000
unique, mesmerizing creatures. The Chesapeake Bay
Summit 2021 – Host Frank Sesno is joined by experts,
activists and officials on Chesapeake Bay health and cleanup
and other issues in the Bay.2021 LOCAL CONTENT AND SERVICE REPORT
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Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
MPT joins the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra to make
the entirety of The Marin Festival completely free to the
public, along with the full program of the BSO’s Gala
Celebration, the culminating event of a free multi-week
lineup celebrating Marin Alsop as she concludes her
historic 14-year tenure as music director. This
innovative new digital access will expand access and
grow audience for this local fine arts gem.
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MPT fulfills its promise to the statewide community by offering education,
entertainment, and engagement to citizens of all ages. We understand our
role as Maryland’s chief storyteller, as an important public safety partner,
and as a convener of community.

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Integrity
We’ll pursue truth, transparency, and accuracy in all our actions on behalf of those we serve. W e’ll earn and
keep the trust placed in us.

Respect
Each staff member will treat others inside and outside our organization as each of us wishes to be treated.
W e will dem onstrate im partiality and com passion, patience and understanding in all our
dealings with others.

Servant leadership
We won’t forget that we are a staff who exists to serve the people, institutions, and organizations of
Maryland and beyond. W e’ll be good citizens and cultivate good citizenship in others.

Innovation
We are journalists, storytellers, and curators who shall constantly pursue new, engaging w ays to
entertain, educate, and inspire our audiences.

Collaboration
In our program content, education services, and events, we won’t act alone but shall seek out partners to
enrich our activities, give voice to an array of viewpoints, foster dialogue, and enhance our
ability to reach audiences everywhere.
###
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